Hybrid zones have been promoted as windows on the evolutionary process and as laboratories for studying divergence and speciation. Patterns of divergence between hybridizing species can now be characterized on a genomewide scale, and recent genome scans have focused on the presence of 'islands' of divergence. Patterns of heterogeneous genomic divergence may reflect differential introgression following secondary contact and provide insights into which genome regions contribute to local adaptation, hybrid unfitness and positive assortative mating. However, heterogeneous genome divergence can also arise in the absence of any gene flow, as a result of variation in selection and recombination across the genome. We suggest that to understand hybrid zone origins and dynamics, it is essential to distinguish between genome regions that are divergent between pure parental populations and regions that show restricted introgression where these populations interact in hybrid zones. The latter, more so than the former, reveal the likely genetic architecture of reproductive isolation. Mosaic hybrid zones, because of their complex structure and multiple contacts, are particularly good subjects for distinguishing primary intergradation from secondary contact. Comparisons among independent hybrid zones or transects that involve the 'same' species pair can also help to distinguish between divergence with gene flow and secondary contact. However, data from replicate hybrid zones or replicate transects do not reveal consistent patterns; in a few cases, patterns of introgression are similar across independent transects, but for many taxa, there is distinct lack of concordance, presumably due to variation in environmental context and/or variation in the genetics of the interacting populations.
Introduction
Spatial patterns of variation in morphological, ecological and behavioural traits have always had a strong appeal for naturalists and evolutionary biologists. Steep clinal variation and abrupt discontinuities have been especially attractive, because they are redolent of ongoing natural selection and provide insights into the nature of species boundaries. Questions about the origin and maintenance of these patterns of variation have been debated for more than a century. The fundamental problem, clearly recognized by Chapman (1892) , Allen (1907) , Sumner (1929) and other early 20th century naturalists, was to distinguish between a direct response to environment (natural selection acting in situ) vs. divergence in allopatry followed by subsequent (and perhaps recent) contact. Regions where steep clines or abrupt discontinuities occurred were referred to as zones of intergradation or hybrid zones. The names themselves reflect different views about origins; a zone of intergradation implies variation within a single, continuous entity (e.g. subspecies within species), whereas hybrid zone quite clearly suggests the coming together of two previously diverged entities (perhaps different species). These competing scenarios became known as primary and secondary intergradation -or, perhaps more correctly, primary intergradation and secondary contact.
Most early students of hybrid zones believed that they arose through secondary contact. Thanks to Ernst Mayr (1942 Mayr ( , 1963 , an absence of gene flow was often assumed to be a prerequisite for divergence, and Pleistocene climate history together with current biogeography suggested that the ranges of many organisms had recently been subdivided into isolated refugia. Endler (1977) challenged the assumption of secondary contact, arguing that patterns of variation would not allow an observer to distinguish between differentiation in situ along an environmental gradient and secondary contact, unless the observer arrived on the scene within the first few hundred generations. He suggested that 'it is not necessary to postulate palaeoclimatological refugia to explain existing geographic patterns; they can be explained on the basis of environmental gradients and dispersal patterns that are going on today' (Endler 1977, p. 178) . But in many cases, support for secondary contact remains strong, in large part because of climate data and historical biogeographic analyses (Hewitt 1996 (Hewitt , 2000 (Hewitt , 2001 (Hewitt , 2011 . Nonetheless, distinguishing between primary intergradation and secondary contact remains problematic (Bierne et al. 2011 (Bierne et al. , 2013a . Early naturalists, relying primarily on variation in morphology, could not resolve origins, but they were optimistic that, with more data, the problem could be solved. Chapman (1892) wrote: 'given sufficient data. . .we should not be in doubt as to whether they [two distinct forms] are connected through the action of purely environmental causes or by the more direct action of hybridization'.
A question now, given the ability to characterize patterns of variation across the genome, is whether we have 'sufficient data' to detect loci that are outliers with respect to divergence, and to identify genome regions/ individual SNPs that are diagnostic for pairs of taxa that intergrade or hybridize. Endler's (1977) argument, focused on a single marker/trait along a single transect, may no longer be relevant. Attention is now directed to describing and understanding patterns of variation across the genome, but the implications of observed patterns remain contentious (Bierne et al. 2011 (Bierne et al. , 2013a . Recent genome scans have focused on a pattern described as 'heterogeneous genomic divergence', the observation that recently diverged lineages are often characterized by 'islands' of divergence (originally described as 'islands of speciation'; e.g. Turner et al. 2005; Nosil et al. 2009; Michel et al. 2010) . In this context, the nature of the primary-secondary debate has shifted. The classical hybrid zone literature contrasts allopatric divergence with divergence in situ, often driven by selection along an environmental gradient. The latter represents parapatric speciation (sensu stricto). However, proposed examples of sympatric speciation (now often referred to as 'ecological speciation') have tended to dominate recent discussions of patterns of genome divergence (e.g. see Feder et al. 2013) . From this perspective, divergence islands reflect genomic regions that contribute to local adaptation; these 'islands' will be embedded in genomes that are otherwise not very differentiated. The size and distribution of islands will be influenced by the nature and strength of selection, the recombination landscape across the genome and a positive feedback loop that leads to increasing numbers of adaptive variants within an island. Divergence with geneflow models predict that, compared with models of allopatric speciation, there will be more clustering of divergent loci; that is, geographic isolation should result in a more random distribution of genome divergence (Rieseberg 2001; Noor et al. 2001; Emelianov et al. 2004; Nosil et al. 2009; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011 ). Feder et al. (2013 are quite explicit: '. . .allopatric populations are expected to readily differentiate in many genomic regions via selection, as well as by drift'. However, they also suggest that only a subset of these diverged loci will exhibit restricted introgression in a hybrid zone, because many divergent genome regions do not contribute to reproductive isolation.
Making predictions about expected patterns of genomic divergence is further complicated by questions about what measures of divergence are appropriate (Noor & Bennett 2009; Nachman & Payseur 2012; Cruickshank & Hahn 2014) . Comparisons of genome divergence have often relied on relative measures of divergence -measures that are affected by variation within populations as well as divergence between populations. The use of F ST outlier analysis to characterize heterogeneity in genome divergence has frequently been employed (Beaumont 2005) . But F ST depends on within population variation; a selective sweep can eliminate variation within a population and result in increased F ST . Cruickshank & Hahn (2014) show that many islands of increased F ST do not reveal similar increases in average nucleotide sequence divergence (d xy ). Other studies have used number of fixed differences (e.g. Ellegren et al. 2012) or absolute allele frequency differences (e.g. Larson et al. 2014) as measures of differentiation; these are also relative measures, sensitive to variation within populations and influenced by local selective sweeps. Cruickshank & Hahn (2014) raise a second issue relevant to interpreting patterns seen in hybrid zones. They distinguish two forms of 'divergence with gene flow': primary (no history of geographic isolation) and secondary (contact after divergence in allopatry). In either case, they suggest that heterogeneous genome divergence could result from two scenarios: (i) in the face of gene flow, islands of differentiation represent regions resistant to introgression -regions that contribute to reproductive isolation and local adaptation; or (ii) gene flow is absent, islands represent regions that have experienced recent selective sweeps. The second is a model of heterogeneous selection rather than heterogeneous gene flow. In the first case, genome regions outside of differentiated islands would be homogenized by gene flow. In the second case, nondifferentiated genome regions would reflect shared ancestral polymorphisms and incomplete lineage sorting. The second scenario, if applied to hybrid zones, would imply that patterns of heterogeneous sequence divergence should not be interpreted as evidence for differential introgression.
Hybrid zone structure
Hybrid zones are often represented as a narrow band dividing two much larger regions in which the parental species reside (Fig. 1A) . The image is of two parapatric taxa that hybridize in a relatively narrow zone that connects the two parapatric distributions. Such hybrid zones exist and often show characteristic patterns of clinal variation across the zone. Barton & Hewitt (1985, p. 115) suggested that in much of the early literature 'a hybrid zone is synonymous with a cline'. They argue that most hybrid zones are 'tension zones' (Key 1968) Field cricket hybrid zone Transect maintained by a balance between dispersal and selection against hybrids. Indeed, many hybrid zones appear to be of this sort. A transect across such a hybrid zone reveals that populations change from essentially pure species A through hybrid or mixed populations to pure species B (Fig. 1A) . In contrast, some species have patchy distributions within a hybrid zone, and the transition between large regions occupied by the pure species does not reveal a 'simple' geographic pattern of clinal variation, but instead is a patchwork of populations. A transect across the entire hybrid zone may pass through multiple local populations of each species (Fig. 1B) . The hybrid zone is a system of independent clines, each reflecting a local contact between the two species. Spatial scale is important; at both large and small scales, mosaic hybrid zones can appear to be monotonic clines. At low resolution, trait averages will vary clinally if the relative proportions/sizes of patch types changes over space. At high resolution, transects across local contacts in patchy hybrid zones often show characteristic steep clines and indeed can be tension zones (Ross & Harrison 2002; Gimenez et al. 2013) .
Patchy distributions are often dictated by variation in the environmental template (e.g. soil or vegetation type), and descriptions of hybrid zones reflecting that sort of patchwork are now common in the hybrid zone literature. However, patchy distributions can also arise because of priority effects; if two parental species are 'equally fit' and hybrids less fit, then a population of species A will resist invasion by species B (and vice versa) and patch occupancy will be determined by which species gets there first. Where environment dictates the patchy distribution of hybridizing taxa, hybrid zones are referred to as mosaic ; where the patchy distribution reflects colonization history, hybrid zones are called 'mottled' (Hauffe & Searle 1993) .
Primary intergradation and secondary contact
Hybrid zone origins and the origin of differences between hybridizing taxa are not the same. As Barton & Hewitt (1985) made clear, the question of origins has two distinct components, 'whether the original differentiation arose in an essentially continuous population, and whether the present-day hybrid zone arose through secondary contact. Only the first component is relevant to models of speciation, but only the second can be addressed by current observations'. Or, as Chapman (1892, p. 16) commented: 'the evidence of to-day is still incomplete, the history of the past may be forever hidden by the veil of time'.
Hybrid zones have been promoted as 'windows' on the evolutionary process or laboratories for studying divergence and speciation (Hewitt 1988; Harrison 1990 ).
Patterns of heterogeneous genomic divergence are thought to reflect differential introgression and provide insights into what genome regions contribute to local adaptation, hybrid unfitness and positive assortative mating (Payseur 2010) . Gene flow (not shared ancestral polymorphism) is usually invoked to explain genome regions that share haplotypes across a hybrid zone, whereas divergent selection, hybrid unfitness or nonrandom mating explain regions that remain differentiated. The recombination landscape provides the context in which selection and gene flow operate, and variation across the genome in recombination rate will influence the extent of divergent gene regions. Given recent enthusiasm for divergence with gene flow, how confident are we that many (most) hybrid zones are the result of secondary contact?
Divergence with gene flow
Early models of speciation emphasized the geographic context in which divergence occurred, resulting in the Mayrian triumvirate of allopatric, parapatric and sympatric speciation (Mayr 1963; Harrison 2012) . However, defining discrete boundaries between these classes is artificial (Butlin et al. 2008) , and models of speciation are perhaps better framed in terms of gene flow rather than geography (Rice & Hostert 1993; Fitzpatrick et al. 2008 Fitzpatrick et al. , 2009 . Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to methods for inferring the amount and direction of gene flow during population divergence. Isolation-with-migration models (Nielsen & Wakeley 2001; Hey 2010; Pinho and Hey 2010) provide statistical methods for estimating geneflow parameters, together with population sizes and time of population separation. Applications of these models (e.g. IM, IMa, IMa2) have been used to estimate geneflow history for taxa at different levels of taxonomic, phenotypic and genetic divergence; geneflow estimates vary widely, but many population/species pairs reveal a history of essentially zero gene flow (Pinho and Hey 2010) . Recent evidence also suggests that, under some circumstances, false positives may be common (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014; Hey et al. 2015) , suggesting that divergence with gene flow may be even less common than results thus far have suggested. Even if IM analyses reveal a history of some gene flow, it cannot be inferred that a current hybrid zone developed in situ. Estimates from IM are derived from comparisons of allopatric populations and examine average gene flow over relatively long time periods (perhaps 10 4 -10 5 generations). In contrast, clinal analyses of hybrid zones, derived from sampling populations that are now parapatric or sympatric, provide estimates of gene flow (introgression) that has occurred over much shorter time periods.
Mosaic hybrid zones and mosaic sympatry
In many mosaic hybrid zones, the hybrid index (estimated proportion of ancestry from one of the parental types) is distinctly bimodal (Jiggins & Mallet 2000 The term microallopatry, defined as populations that are sympatric at coarse spatial scales, but segregated at fine spatial scales, has also been used to describe mosaic patterns. However, as Fitzpatrick et al. (2008) make clear, this term 'confuses ecological and geographical concepts'. Mosaic patterns vary both in their origins and in their maintenance, and for any example of such a pattern it is important to know both how it arose and whether intrinsic or extrinsic factors allow it to persist.
Pea aphid host races in the United States provide a good example of the issues that need to be considered when evaluating current mosaic sympatry. The two races are adapted to their respective host plants (clover and alfalfa); adaptation to these hosts has been demonstrated in terms of propensity of aphids to settle and subsequent performance on the two hosts (Via 1991 (Via , 1999 Via et al. 2000) . Via has promoted the system as a possible example of divergence with gene flow, although 'data that might reveal whether the initial divergence between populations of pea aphids was sympatric or allopatric is presently absent' (Via 2001, p. 383) . Native to Europe, the pea aphid appears to have multiple host plant races, many of which are sympatric (Peccoud et al. 2009 ). Current phylogenetic data do not suggest that the clover and alfalfa races are sister taxa. Via's detailed studies of the interaction between the races have focused on populations in North America, where the pea aphid has been introduced. Thus, the pea aphid system in North America represents secondary contact between two introduced races, which now coexist in a 'spatial patchwork' (Via 1991) . In fact, the two host races interact in a classic mosaic hybrid zone that reflects the patchy distribution of fields of clover and alfalfa (Harrison 2010 ). This interpretation is agnostic with respect to how the aphid races differentiated originally or what will be the ultimate outcome of their interaction in North America. Divergence with gene flow may be ongoing, but the current pattern of variation (mosaic sympatry) is the result of secondary contact.
Genomic divergence and restricted introgression
In using genomic data to confront issues about hybrid zone history or dynamics, it is important to distinguish between genome regions that are divergent between pure parental populations and regions that show restricted introgression where those populations interact in hybrid zones. The latter, more so than the former, are the regions that likely include genes responsible for reproductive isolation and local adaptation. If the interacting taxa diverged in allopatry, then divergence may reflect different selection pressures in the allopatric populations or random effects on allele frequency (e.g. independent lineage sorting from a polymorphic ancestor). Responses to selection in the allopatric populations may or may not have fitness consequences in the zone of secondary contact. Therefore, genome regions that show restricted introgression should be a subset of those regions that are divergent between the interacting taxa (Feder et al. 2013) . That is, hybridization and recombination will break down some of the linkage disequilibrium (LD) that appears in mixed populations subsequent to secondary contact. In contrast, with primary intergradation (=divergence with gene flow), LD must arise in the face of gene flow and so there should be a much closer correspondence between diverged regions and regions with restricted gene flow.
To date, relatively few studies have compared patterns of divergence with patterns of introgression in hybrid zones. Although a correlation between divergence (measured by F ST or allele frequency difference) and genomic cline parameters exists for several hybrid zones, divergence in allopatry does not clearly predict restricted introgression. For example, studies of hybrid zones in butterflies (Gompert et al. 2012) , manakins (Parchman et al. 2013 ) and chickadees (Taylor et al. 2014) all show a correlation between differentiation and restricted introgression, but also conclude by saying that the concordance between differentiation and introgression is only partial. In a Sitka spruce-white spruce hybrid zone, a subset of markers with major allele frequency differences between the parental species show extensive introgression (Hamilton et al. 2013a) , and three loci identified by BayeScan as having a high probability of being under selection showed neutral introgression patterns according to genomic cline analysis (Hamilton et al. 2013b ). Studies of a field cricket hybrid zone identified 110 SNPs with major allele frequency differences between allopatric population, but less than half of those SNPs showed restricted introgression across the hybrid zone (Larson et al. 2013a . All of these hybrid zones are thought to have arisen through secondary contact. It appears that some, but certainly not all, of the differences that arise in allopatry influence the fitness of hybrids, the adaptation of parental types to different habitats or resources, or the propensity to mate assortatively.
Replicate hybrid zones and transects
A further line of evidence about the origin of hybrid zones comes from comparisons of replicate hybrid zones or replicate transects/samples across a single (often extensive) hybrid zone. Table 1 summarizes recent studies that have used a comparative approach. In this context, making explicit predictions requires invoking more detailed scenarios than the simple primary-secondary dichotomy. For example, if allopatric divergence and secondary contact explain the origin of a hybrid zone, we might expect to see parallel patterns of variation across multiple transects (i.e. the same loci will be diverged and the same subset of these loci will show restricted introgression). However, that outcome assumes that each allopatric population was essentially panmictic, so that secondary contacts in different regions reflect the coming together of populations with the same or similar allele frequencies. If the allopatric populations exhibited genetic substructure, then different regions of secondary contact may involve interactions between different multilocus genotypes.
Models of divergence with gene flow also include at least two different scenarios. Consider a mosaic habitat (e.g. host plants of walking sticks or apple maggots) in which there are multiple patches of each resource. Does divergence occur at one site or patch boundary (e.g. within a single local population that harbours two habitats or resources), with subsequent spread of the two divergent lineages? Or, is there parallel divergence across the entire region that has suitable habitats/resources for divergence to occur? Several recent studies, on ecotypes of the intertidal snail Littorina saxatalis (Johannesson et al. 2010; Butlin et al. 2013; Westram et al. 2014 ) and on different morphs of walking sticks in the genus Timema (Nosil et al. 2002; Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014) , have argued for the latter scenario. Examining four different population pairs, Soria-Carrasco et al. (2014) find that 'early stages of parallel speciation in T. cristinae involve mostly nonparallel genetic divergence between ecotypes', which they interpret as evidence for the independent origin of ecotype pairs. However, a subset of genetic differences is consistent across the four population pairs, so these would then represent parallel/convergent evolution. For the apple maggot Rhagoletis pomonella, historical evidence suggests that the derived form (the apple race) had a local/regional origin and then spread across a much larger geographic area (Bush 1969) .
The comparative studies summarized in Table 1 do not reveal a clear and consistent pattern. One of the first studies to compare different transects (three 'independent' hybrid zones in Nebraska) not only demonstrated remarkable consistency in patterns of introgression between two species of Helianthus (Rieseberg et al. 1999) , but these patterns were also mimicked by patterns seen in the greenhouse with synthetic hybrids. Buerkle & Rieseberg (2001) extended the comparisons to include a hybrid zone in California and again found striking similarities to the Nebraska hybrid zones in patterns of introgression. The authors suggested that these similarities must reflect fitness effects that are environment independent (given the dramatic differences in environmental context in California vs. Nebraska). The genetic architecture of reproductive isolation appears to be similar across all of the contact zones.
In contrast, several recent studies of independent hybrid zones between fish species/morphs have revealed only 'partial parallelism' or 'little concordance' in patterns of introgression across transects (e.g. Nolte et al. 2009; Gagnaire et al. 2013; Perrier et al. 2013) . Multiple explanations have been proposed. Extrinsic factors may differ between independent hybrid zones and/or the genetic architecture of reproductive isolation may vary. Gagnaire et al. (2013) suggest that local adaptation derives from standing variation and that differences in patterns of variation across hybrid zones represent independent outcomes of the coupling process (see Barton & de Cara 2009; Bierne et al. 2011) . That is, maintenance or breakdown of associations (linkage Table 1 Comparisons between replicate hybrid zones, transects across hybrid zones or population pairs. In most of the examples, patterns of introgression are not concordant across replicates. In two cases (stick insects and periwinkles), this outcome presumably reflects local primary divergence with gene flow, but most hybrid zones reported here are the result of secondary contact Taxa 
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© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd disequilibria) among incompatibilities that have accumulated in allopatry will not be consistent across all sites where secondary contact occurs.
Comparisons among independent hybrid zones or transects may not provide decisive evidence to distinguish between divergence with gene flow and secondary contact. Much depends on the influence of extrinsic factors, the population structure of the species in question and ambiguity about how divergence with gene flow occurs. The comparative approach does, however, provide information about whether the genetic bases of local adaptation and reproductive isolation are the same or different when sampling multiple contacts between recently diverged lineages. Thus, Janousek et al. (2012) argue that characterizing multiple transects is important for distinguishing selection/reproductive barriers that are local vs. global and for eliminating 'false positives', for example differences that have arisen due to stochastic processes.
Heterogeneous gene flow vs. heterogeneous selection
Heterogeneous gene flow is thought to be characteristic of many or most hybrid zones, and patterns of restricted gene flow are used to identify genome regions that are involved in local adaptation and speciation (Payseur 2010 ). The literature is full of references to 'differential introgression', to species boundaries as 'semipermeable' or 'porous' -terms that describe variation across the genome in gene flow between hybridizing taxa (Harrison 1990; Wu 2001) . Do recent studies of markers 'across the genome' support this traditional view? For the most part, the answer is yes. Both geographic and genomic cline analyses in a variety of hybrid zones suggest that gene flow varies among markers. Where genetic linkage maps (or physical maps) are available, variable introgression can be associated with particular genome regions. For example, there is accumulating evidence that restricted introgression is more prevalent for markers on the X (Z) chromosome (Saetre et al. 2003; Payseur et al. 2004; Carneiro et al. 2010; Garrigan et al. 2012; Janousek et al. 2012; Sankararaman et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014; Hu & Filatov 2015; Maroja et al. 2015) .
However, that genome regions are diverged between allopatric populations does not necessarily reflect resistance to introgression. Instead, recent selection and variation in recombination rate (and therefore target size for selection) can account for heterogeneous genomic divergence (Nachman & Payseur 2012; Cruickshank & Hahn 2014) . Recent support for this argument comes from studies showing that variation in recombination rates across the genome may lead to consistent patterns of differentiation. Roesti et al. (2012) , examining replicate pairs of stream and lake sticklebacks, find increased divergence near chromosome centres because of reduced recombination in these regions. More recently, Burri et al. (2015) have argued that heterogeneous genome divergence in Ficedula flycatchers (an important model system for hybrid zone studies) is a consequence of variation in recombination rate and the corresponding variation in the impact of background selection and selective sweeps. Because the same patterns of divergence appear to evolve between independent pairs of lineages, islands of divergence between one hybridizing pair of flycatchers do not appear to reflect heterogeneous gene flow and may not be related at all to speciation and the evolution of reproductive isolation. Cruickshank & Hahn (2014) showed that hybridizing European rabbits and house mice have genome regions with elevated F ST , but that genome islands with elevated relative measures of divergence do not show elevated d xy . The conclusion reached is that 'postspeciation linked selection. . .can explain the results as least as well as a model with differential gene flow among loci' (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014; p. 3145) . But direct analyses (using both geographic and genomic cline approaches) of the hybrid zones provide strong evidence for differential introgression (e.g. Payseur et al. 2004; Geraldes et al. 2008; Teeter et al. 2008 Teeter et al. , 2010 Carneiro et al. 2010 Carneiro et al. , 2013 . Cruickshank & Hahn (2014) provide several explanations for the apparent inconsistency. These include the possibility that many of the differences in apparent gene flow contrast loci on the X chromosome with loci on autosomes (different effective population sizes and levels of ancestral variation). They also suggest that studies of introgression across hybrid zones may introduce a bias, because they often rely on markers that show fixed differences (or major allele frequency differences) between allopatric populations. These markers (by definition) cannot have introgressed to the extent that allele frequencies have been homogenized among allopatric populations. And yet, many hybrid zone studies (e.g. Larson et al. 2014 ) reveal considerable heterogeneity in extent of introgression among loci that remain differentiated between allopatric populations.
Although both of the above explanations may pertain in some cases, an alternative is to recognize that many taxa that currently interact in hybrid zones have experienced multiple (perhaps relatively short) alternating periods of allopatry and secondary contact and that the divergence we observe between populations/species today may be a consequence of sorting of ancestral variation. In this scenario, 'islands' of divergence represent regions in which allele frequency differences have arisen as a result of selection acting on standing variation, in the absence of new advantageous mutations. Such changes in allele frequencies could arise without a corresponding increase in d xy , because sorting of ancestral variation occurs on a timescale much shorter than that required for the accumulation and selection of new mutations. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that, at least for examples of secondary contact, both heterogeneous gene flow and heterogeneous selection (itself influenced by heterogeneity in recombination rates) determine current patterns of divergence. In this context, restricted introgression (steep clines), and not extent of divergence in allopatry, provides the clearest signature of genome regions that might be involved in speciation and the evolution of reproductive isolation.
The field cricket hybrid zone: a case history
To illustrate and clarify the issues discussed above, we briefly review data from a well-studied hybrid zone between two recently diverged field crickets, Gryllus pennsylvanicus and G. firmus. This is a mosaic hybrid zone in eastern North America, with the patchwork of populations determined by soil type in Connecticut and by habitat type and disturbance in Pennsylvania Ross & Harrison 2002; Larson et al. 2013b) . Multiple prezygotic barriers limit gene exchange where the two cricket species overlap, but some of these barriers operate only in certain regions of the hybrid zone.
Using comparison of transcriptomes from male accessory glands of the two cricket species, we identified 9731 SNPs, most of which showed little differentiation between species (Andr es et al. 2013), consistent with previous studies in which divergence time estimates of about 200 000 years were obtained from analysis of differentiation for mtDNA and a small number of nuclear genes (e.g. Maroja et al. 2009) . A subset of the highly differentiated SNPs (D > 0.8, where D is the allele frequency difference between allopatric populations of the two species) were used in geographic and genomic cline analyses for two transects/regions of the hybrid zone (Larson et al. 2013a (Larson et al. ,b, 2014 . Results of cline analyses reveal the following: (i) most individuals within the hybrid zone are multigeneration backcrosses (Fig. 2) ; (ii) F1 hybrids are absent from our samples; (iii) of the highly differentiated SNPs, about 45% show restricted introgression, with the rest not providing evidence of any deviation from neutral introgression; (iv) most loci that show restricted introgression in Connecticut also show a similar pattern in Pennsylvania; (v) SNPs with D > 0.8 are found on all but two linkage groups, but tend to be clustered within linkage groups; nearly half of these SNPs are located on the X chromosome (which, based on cytogenetics (Lim et al. 1973) , constitutes about 20% of the cricket genome) (see Maroja et al. 2015); and (vi) regions that show restricted introgression are not distributed across the genome, but appear to be concentrated on the X chromosome and on small regions of one or two autosomes (Maroja et al. 2015) .
The cricket hybrid zone is almost certainly the result of secondary contact. Although differentiation in allopatry might be expected to result in divergence across the genome, we find that SNPs that exhibit major allele frequency differences or steep clines are clustered within the genome. To date, predictions about the genomic distribution of regions that show excess divergence and/or restricted introgression have not been based on explicit models, and we have no quantitative estimates of the degree of clustering expected, nor of the variance of such estimates. However, the observation that divergent loci are concentrated on the X chromosome is not unexpected, given that previous studies have often shown the sex chromosome to harbour diverged loci resistant to introgression (e.g. Saetre et al. 2003; Payseur et al. 2004; Carneiro et al. 2010; Garrigan et al. 2102 , Sankararaman et al. 2014 . Furthermore, theory predicts that sex-linked markers will have reduced introgression compared to autosomal markers when at least one sex- Fig. 2 Patterns of admixture in the field cricket hybrid zone. The hybrid index is plotted against interspecific heterozygosity for crickets from allopatric populations (n = 71) and from two regions of the field cricket hybrid zone (n = 561). Allopatric populations are highly differentiated at these loci; crickets from within the hybrid zone represent complex multigeneration hybrids and backcrosses. linked marker is under selection (Muirhead & Presgraves 2016) .
Patterns of differentiation and restricted introgression are consistent across the two regions of the cricket hybrid zone for which SNP data are available . Given that the two regions differ in environmental context and were sampled at different spatial scales, similarity in patterns of genomic introgression suggests that SNPs with restricted introgression may indeed mark genome regions that are contributing to reproductive isolation and that these genome regions may harbour candidate barrier genes. Many replicate hybrid zones do not show a similar extent of parallelism or concordance, although in some cases a small proportion of sampled genome regions do show parallel patterns (Table 1 ). Differences among transects or replicate hybrid zones in patterns of divergence or introgression may reflect environmental heterogeneity or differences in the local genetic architecture of reproductive isolation. Many of the examples listed in Table 1 appear to involve taxa that are more differentiated than G. firmus and G. pennsylvanicus, with the possible consequence that there is a background of 'incidental' divergence islands that tends to overwhelm patterns expected for genes that contribute to local adaptation and reproductive isolation.
Finally, the absence of F 1 hybrids in the cricket hybrid zone might seem puzzling, given that so many individuals near and in the hybrid zone appear to be multigeneration backcrosses (see Fig. 2 ). However, it is precisely because these are the dominant genotypes that F 1 hybrids are not seen. Within the cricket mosaic hybrid zone, 'pure' G. firmus and G. pennsylvanicus are virtually absent; therefore, 'interspecific' crosses involve backcross crickets and are not expected to produce multilocus genotypes that would be identified as F 1 s. Similar patterns are often seen in the centre of clinal hybrid zones. Thus, absence of early generation hybrids is not necessarily an indicator that hybridization and introgression are not ongoing.
Conclusions
Whole-genome sequences and multiple SNP markers across genomes provide detailed information about patterns of divergence between hybridizing and diverging taxa and about patterns of variation across hybrid zones. Although such data have helped to resolve the recent history of divergence and to characterize patterns of ongoing hybridization and introgression, using such data to identify genome regions that contribute to reproductive isolation has proved more elusive. Two commonly observed patterns -heterogeneous genome divergence (divergence islands) and lack of concordance in introgression among replicate hybrid zones -have multiple explanations that are difficult to distinguish. Heterogeneity across the genome in selection, gene flow or recombination rate all may contribute. Furthermore, in many examples, genome regions that exhibit substantial divergence between allopatric populations do not represent regions that exhibit restricted introgression, suggesting that observed divergence in allopatry is not necessarily related to speciation phenotype or to local adaptation in the context of the hybrid zone(s).
Hybrid zones remain excellent windows on the evolutionary process, but greater effort must be devoted to characterizing variation within hybrid zones in the context of their divergence history; defining genomic divergence between populations outside of a hybrid zone is simply not sufficient. Furthermore, as applications of modern genomic approaches shrink the divide between so-called model and nonmodel organisms, it will be important to (i) compare genetic and physical maps in order to understand how recombination varies across the genome and (ii) define the size and distribution of blocks of LD. This information, together with better estimates of gene flow (both historical and current), will allow us to distinguish among alternative scenarios for the origin and maintenance of hybrid zones. Ultimately, it may be necessary to employ gene editing techniques (like CRISPR/Cas9) to identify the genes that contribute to reproductive barriers and that are responsible for observed patterns of heterogeneous genomic divergence and differential introgression.
